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African Affairs is the journal of the Royal African Society of the UK and the top ranked journal in African Studies. In continuous publication since 1901, it is probably the world’s oldest journal concerning current events in Africa. Published four times a year, it is an inter-disciplinary journal that contains articles on a wide variety of subjects of interest to anyone who follows contemporary events in Africa — politics and international relations, sociology, anthropology, economics, and to the extent that they inform debates on the state of contemporary Africa, history, literature, art, music and more. A peer reviewed journal, it is widely read by academics, policy makers, diplomats and others with a serious interest in the continent.

African Affairs is the top-ranked African Studies journal as measured by impact factor. The latest (2017) Journal Citation Reports® show African Affairs’ impact factor to be 2.500, placing it 2/68 journals within Area Studies and 29/169 journals in Political Science. The impact factor is a ratio of citation to articles published, and it shows the average number of times recent articles in African Affairs were cited within the relevant year (2017). The journal’s five-year impact factor stands at 3.158, making it the second highest ranked journal in Area Studies over this period. The five-year impact factor is calculated in the same way as the standard impact factor, except the standard two-year window for inclusion of articles is extended to five years.
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The ROYAL AFRICAN SOCIETY, founded in 1901 to commemorate and continue Mary Kingsley’s work on the study of Africa, encourages and strengthens an interest in the continent through its lively programme of meetings and its influential quarterly journal African Affairs. Membership of this non-political voluntary Society is open to anyone interested in Africa.